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Abstract
Due to space availability limitations and high land costs, there is an increasing development of multi-floor manufacturing
(MFM) systems in urban and industrial areas. The problem of coordination in a multi-floor manufacturing process, in the
Ramadge Wonham framework, is introduced. The manufacturing chain of each floor and the elevator system are modeled in
the form of finite deterministic automata. The models of the multi-floor manufacturing process are parametric with respect
to the number of floors and the number of manufacturing machines on each floor. The coordination desired performance is
formulated in the form of desired regular languages in analytic forms. The languages are realized by appropriate supervisors
in the form of finite deterministic automata. The models of the supervisors are also parametric with respect to the number
of floors and the number of manufacturing machines on each floor. The total control of the coordination of the multi-floor
manufacturing process is accomplished via a modular supervisory control architecture. The complexity of the supervisors
as well as the complexity of the total modular supervisory architecture are determined in analytic forms with respect to the
number of floors and the number of manufacturing machines on each floor. The special case of a two floor manufacturing
process is presented as an illustrative example.

Keywords Manufacturing processes · Discrete event systems · Supervisory control · Industry 4.0

1 Introduction

Space availability limitations and high land costs, being typ-
ical characteristics of urban and industrial areas in developed
countries,motivate the increasing development ofmulti-floor
manufacturing (MFM) systems (see [1,2] and the references
therein). Improvement of the effectiveness and flexibility of
manufacturing processes is a trend in modern manufacturing
systems ([3–5]). This trend, being a direction of Industry 4.0,
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requires ongoing automation of manufacturing practices. In
the framework of this trend, the requirement is more inten-
sive inMFMprocesses, where thematerial handling network
is in general more complex, as compared to single-level pro-
cesses.

The basic components of a MFM process are the man-
ufacturing machines (workstations), the horizontal material
handling systems and the vertical material handling system.
All components compose the production line. The horizon-
tal material handling systems organize the production chain
of each floor through robots (see [6,7]), automated guided
vehicles (AGVs) (see [6,7,9]) and intelligent reconfigurable
trolleys (IRTs) (see [1,2]). The verticalmaterial handling sys-
tems are mainly elevators (see [6–8]).

In [1,2], the supply chain network design problem is
considered for MFM clusters, through a decision-making
approach. In [6], integer linear programming is used. In
[7], integer linear programming combined with genetic algo-
rithms, is proposed. Bothworks dealwith intra-cell, inter-cell
and inter-floor material handling, through cost minimization.
In [8,9], the multi-floor facility layout problem is considered.

The coordination of the overall (horizontal and vertical)
handling system is of critical importance for the improvement
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of the effectiveness and flexibility ofMFMprocesses through
automation. Discrete event system (DES) approaches are
offered for this goal. DES approaches have already been used
to model and control single level production machine chains
(indicatively, see [10–12]) and elevator systems (see [13,14]).
To the best of our knowledge, the coordination of the han-
dling material system forMFM processes has not as yet been
studied through DES point of view.

The coordination problem of an MFM system will be
studied here, in the Ramadge Wonham (RW) framework,
indicatively see [11,15,16]. On each floor there is a chain
manufacturing process, while the transfer between floors is
accomplished through an elevator system. The multi-floor
system is modeled using finite deterministic automata. The
automata that model the product transfer on every floor and
the automaton that models the elevator system are in accor-
dance with the respective models presented in [12] for a
single floormanufacturing process and [13] for amining pro-
cess elevator system. The coordination of the MFM process
is analyzed into a set of desired languages and is accom-
plished through the development of a modular supervisory
design scheme.

In comparison to rule-based control methods, the use of
DES models and DES controllers in the RW framework has
two distinct advantages. It provides the capability to verify,
in a systematic way, the realizability of the controller with
regard to the activation/deactivation of the transitions of the
process triggered by uncontrollable events, and the property
of nonblocking for the controlled system. Finally, another
advantage of the RW framework is that is offered for realiza-
tion of the designed controllers to industrial control devices,
such as PLCs and PACs, indicatively see [17,18].

Here, the multi-floor process is modeled in parametric
form. The parametric nature of the model is expanded in two
directions. The first, is the description of the horizontal mate-
rial handling system. In particular, the mobile robot systems
are described by general operation DES models, being inde-
pendent from special technical characteristics of each robot.
The model of the vertical material handling system belongs
also to this direction. The second direction is the parametric
number of the manufacturing machines and the parametric
number of the floors. The parametric nature of the model
is expanded to the proposed supervisors. The parametrical
structure of the models and the supervisors provides gener-
ality and flexibility in the analysis of the controlled process.

In [12], a two layer supervisor has been designed only
for the horizontal handling system. In particular, a modu-
lar supervisor architecture with two supervisor automata has
been proposed. Here, a supervisory control scheme with one
supervisor per floor, for the horizontal material handling, is
proposed. It is mentioned that the present results facilitate
the analysis of the control scheme, namely the check of the

controllability of the desired languages and the nonblocking
property of the controlled automaton.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, the multi-
floor process is described. In Sect. 3, a fully parametric
discrete event model of the process is developed. In Sect. 4,
the design specifications are imposed and translated to appro-
priate desired languages in analytic forms. The properties of
these languages are proven. Finally, in Sect. 5, the realiza-
tion of the supervisory control scheme is accomplished in a
modular way.

2 Themulti-floor manufacturing process

The plant is an interconnected MFM system. The raw prod-
uct is on the ground (lowest) floor. Also, the manufactured
product is on the ground floor. On the other floors there are
installedmanufacturingmachines. Themachines of the same
floor are connected through a local rail track system. The
local rail track system is a closed path, in the form of a
ring track system. One mobile robot platform is installed
on the ring track system of the respective floor. The task of
the robot platform is the transfer of the products amongman-
ufacturing machines of the same floor. The floor platform is
considered to move clockwise. On every platform two syn-
chronized coordinating robotic manipulators are mounted.
On every floor there are several input and output stations
where the robotic platform delivers and takes the products.
The products are transferred from the ground level at the
appropriate floor and vice versa through an elevator system
(see [1]).

One mobile robot platform serves all manufacturing
machines of the floor. The lowest flower is indexed by 0.
There are no manufacturing machines on the ground floor.
Upstairs the ground floor, there are m floors with manufac-
turing machines. These floors are indexed by i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
where the highest floor is indexed by m.

In Fig. 1, the schematic of the i-th floor of theMFMsystem
is presented. The number of the manufacturing machines on
the i-th floor is ni . The machines on the i-th floor are indexed
by j ∈ {1, . . . , ni }. Each machine has an input station and
an output station. The input station of the j-th machine is
indexed by 2 j and the output station of the j-th machine is
indexed by 2 j + 1. On every floor there is a station indexed
by 1 and a station indexed by 2ni + 2. Station 1 is the station
where the elevator unloads products and Station 2ni + 2 is
the station where the manufactured products of the i-th floor
are accumulated before transferred to the car of the eleva-
tor. On each floor, the products are manufactured serially. In
other words, the product manufactured by the j-th machine
is transferred to be manufactured by the j + 1 -th machine.
When the manufacturing of the product of the ni -th machine
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Fig. 2 Side view of the i-th floor of the manufacturing process (vertical
material handling)

of the i-th floor is completed, then the manufactured product
is placed at Station 2ni + 2 of the i-th floor.

In Fig. 2, the schematic of the side view of the MFM pro-
cess is presented. The elevator system has one car that moves
in a vertical shaft between floors. The elevator has two dif-
ferent operations: The first is the transfer of products from
the input/output (ground) floor to any other floor and vice
versa. The second is the transfer of products from one floor
to the next floor, i.e., to transfer products from the i-th floor
to the i + 1-th floor. The idle position of the elevator is at the
level of the input/output floor. In order to handle calls from
different floors, a prioritization system will be designed.

3 Modeling of the process

3.1 Horizontal material handling

The finite deterministic automata describing the product
transfer between the machines installed on the same floor,
namely the horizontal material handling system, will be pre-
sented. The automata are in accordance with the model of
the single floor manufacturing process presented in [12]. On
the ground floor being the input/output floor, there are no
manufacturing machines and stations. Thus, the automaton
of each floor is indexed by i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Before presented
the automaton of the i-th floor, it is noted that each station has
a terminal switch being activated when the platform reaches
the station. When a manufactured product is available at an
output station then an appropriate event is generated. Thus,
there are ni + 1 product availability events, including the
output station of the elevator. The robotic platform delivers
the products from the output station of a machine to the input
station of the next machine, the delivery process is concluded
when the terminal switch is activated. The automaton of the
i-th floor is of the form of the 6-tuple (for 6-tuple automata,
see [12,13,15,19,20]):

iG = (i Q, i E, iH, i f , i x0,
i Qm), i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.

The states of the mobile robot system are four. The states
of the platform are two. The first state of the platform is
denoted by i q1,1 and is the state where the platform is still.
The second state of the platform is denoted by i q1,2 and is
the state where the platform is moving. The states regarding
the manipulators are also two. The first state, describing the
case where the grippers of the twomanipulators are open and
the manipulators are at the low position, is denoted by i q2,1.
The second state, describing the case where the grippers of
the manipulators are closed and the manipulators are at the
high position, is denoted by i q2,2. Thus, the set of the states
of the automata of the i-th floor are

i Q = {(i q1,1, i q2,1), (i q1,1, i q2,2), (i q1,2, i q2,1),
(i q1,2, i q2,2)}.

The alphabet of the automaton is

i E = {i e1, i e2, i e3, i e4} ∪ i ET ∪ i EP .

The event i e1 is the command for the mobile robot system
to start moving. This command is usually generated by the
operator. The event i e2 is the command to stop the robotic
mobile system and is usually generated by the operator or
automatically in the case of the presence of an obstacle in
front of the cart. The event i e3 is the command to move the
manipulators to the low position and open the grippers. The
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event i e4 is the command to close the grippers and move
the manipulators to the high position. The events set i ET =
⋃2ni+2

k=1

{
i eT ,k

}
includes all the event signals generated when

the terminal switches of stations 1,2,3,…,2ni + 2 are turned
on. The events set i EP = ⋃ni

j=0

{
i eP,2 j+1

}
includes all the

event signals denoting that there are available products at
stations 1, 3, 5, . . . , 2ni + 1.

The initial state of the automaton is i x0 = (i q1,1, i q2,1).
All states of the automaton describe desirable operations.
Therefore, all states of the automaton aremarked, i.e., i Qm =
i Q.

The active event sets of the states of the automaton are

iH
(
(i q1,1,

i q2,1)
)

= iH
(
(i q1,1,

i q2,2)
)

= i E − {i e2},
iH

(
(i q1,2,

i q2,1)
)

= iH
(
(i q1,2,

i q2,2)
)

= i E.

The transitions of the automaton are

i f ((i q1,1,
i q2,1),

i e1) = (i q1,2,
i q2,1),

i f ((i q1,1,
i q2,1),

i e3) = (i q1,1,
i q2,2),

i f ((i q1,1,
i q2,1), e) = (i q1,1,

i q2,1),

e ∈ i EP ∪ i ET ∪ {i e4},
i f ((i q1,1,

i q2,2),
i e1) = (i q1,2,

i q2,2),
i f (i q1,1,

i q2,2,
i e4) = (i q1,1,

i q2,1),
i f ((i q1,1,

i q2,2), e) = (i q1,1,
i q2,2),

e ∈ i EP ∪ i ET ∪ {i e3},
i f ((i q1,2,

i q2,1),
i e3) = (i q1,2,

i q2,2),
i f ((i q1,2,

i q2,1), e) = (i q1,2,
i q2,1),

e ∈ i EP ∪ {i e1, i e4},
i f ((i q1,2,

i q2,1), e) = (i q1,1,
i q2,1),

e ∈ i ET ∪ {i e2},
i f ((i q1,2,

i q2,2),
i e4) = (i q1,2,

i q2,1),
i f ((i q1,2,

i q2,2), e) = (i q1,2,
i q2,2),

e ∈ i EP ∪ {i e1, i e3},
i f ((i q1,2,

i q2,2), e) = (i q1,1,
i q2,2),

e ∈ i ET ∪ {i e2}.

The closed behavior of an automaton [11] (language gener-
ated by an automaton [15]) is the set of all words triggering
transmissions from the initial state of the automaton to any
state of the automaton. The closed behavior of an automa-
ton is denoted as L(·), where the argument quantity is the
automaton. The marked behavior of an automaton [11] (lan-
guage marked by an automaton [15]) is the set of all words
triggering transitions from the initial state of the automaton
to any marked state of the automaton. The marked behavior
of an automaton is denoted as Lm(·), where the argument
is the automaton. Clearly, the closed behavior of the present

automaton is equal to its marked behavior. The closed and
the marked behaviors are L(iG) = Lm(iG) = i L, where

i L =
(
i cq1,1 + i e3(i c∗

q1,2)
(
i e4 + i e1

(
i cq2,2

+i e2(i c∗
q1,2)(

i e1)
)∗

(i e2)(i c∗
q1,2)(

i e4)
)

+(
i e1 + i e3(i c∗

q1,2)(
i e1)

(
i cq2,2

+i e2(i c∗
q1,2)(

i e1)
)∗

(i e4)
)(

i cq2,1 + i e3
(
i cq2,2

+i e2(i c∗
q1,2)(

i e1)
)∗

(i e4)
)∗(i e2 + i e3

(
i cq2,2

+i e2(i c∗
q1,2

i e1
)∗

(i e2)(i c∗
q1,2)(

i e4)
))∗

,

where i cq1,1 ,
i cq1,2 ,

i cq2,1 and i cq2,2 are the regular expres-
sions of the languages i E − {i e1, i e2, i e3}, i E − {i e2, i e3},
i E −{i e1, i e2, i e4} and i E −{i e2, i e4}, respectively. Details
about regular expressions and regular languages can be found
in [11,15]. The symbol · denotes the prefix closure of the
argument language. According to [11,15], the prefix clo-
sure of a languages is the set of the words being prefixes
of the words of the argument language. Also, according
to [11,15], an automaton is nonblocking if the prefix clo-
sure of its marked behavior is equal to its closed behavior.
Clearly, the present automaton is a nonblocking automa-
ton, i.e., L(iG) = Lm(iG). The controllable event set
is i Ec = {i e1, i e3, i e4} ⋃ i ET

⋃ i EP . The uncontrollable
event set is i Euc = {i e2}.

3.2 Vertical material handling

The finite deterministic automaton describing product trans-
fer system between floors, namely the vertical material
handling system, will be presented. The product transfer is
accomplished through an elevator system. The system con-
sists of a car, a motor, one door on each floor, appropriate
sensors and a robotic system. The car moves vertically along
the elevator shaft. The motor generates car motion in two
directions (up or down). The door of each floor opens and
closes through appropriate commands. At each level, in front
of the shaft, there is a door. The door is locked by a mecha-
nism unless the car is stopped and aligned with the door. If
the door is unlocked, it may open and close manually.

A sensor (switch contact circuit) detects whether the door
is opened or closed. The sensors of the m + 1 doors are con-
nected through the same cable. This way, a common “open”
signal and a common “closed” signal is produced. At each
floor there are two buttons. The first is the “call” button and
the second is the “send” button. The call button commands
the car to arrive at the floor and the send button commands
the car to go the ground floor. At the ground floor, there is a
button that commands the car to come from every floor.

At each floor, two more sensors are installed. The first is
the floor sensor. It is placed in the shaft a little over the top of
the door of the floor The second is the car alignment sensor
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and is placed in the shaft at the height of the floor. The total
number of the shaft’s sensors is 2m + 2. When a level sensor
is activated, then it would be desired for the motor to switch
to slow speed. When an alignment sensor is activated then it
would be desired for the motor to stop. Finally, there is an
emergency signal produced by sensors in the shaft e.g., fire
detector, earthquake detector.

The robotic system is installed inside the car. The robotic
system is mounted on one side of the car. The mission of the
robotic system is to load and unload products. The products
are unloaded to Station 1 of each floor and the manufactured
products are loaded from Station 2ni + 2 of the i-th floor,
where i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. To cover the ground floor, where there
are no manufacturing machines, it is considered that n0 = 0.
This way, when the car is at the ground level, the products
are loaded from Station 2 of the ground floor. For brevity
purposes the robotic system of the car will not be modeled
here.

Finally, it is mentioned that the automaton of the elevator
system will be developed in accordance with the automaton
presented in [13] for a mining process.

If the car is aligned with the level of the i-th floor, then the
state of the car is denoted by ql,i , where i ∈ {0, . . . ,m}. The
set of all states ql,i is denoted by Ql . Clearly, |Ql | = m + 1,
where |·| denotes the cardinality of the argument set. The set
of the states of themotor is Qr = {qr ,1, qr ,2, qr ,3, qr ,4, qr ,5}.
If the car is stopped, then the motor is at state qr ,1. If the car
moves upwith high speed, then themotor is at stateqr ,2. If the
car moves up with low speed, then the motor is at state qr ,3.
If the car moves down with high speed, then the motor is at
state qr ,4. If the motor moves down with low speed, then the
motor is at state qr ,5. If the doors of all floors are closed, then
the state of the doors is denoted by qd,1. If the door of at least
one floor is open, then the state of the doors is denoted by
qd,2. The set of the states of the doors is Qd = {qd,1, qd,2}.
According to the above, the set of the states of the elevator
system is Qe = Ql × Qr × Qd . The members of Qe are of
the form qi,η,k = (ql,i , qr ,η, qd,k), where i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m},
η ∈ {1, . . . , 5} and k ∈ {1, 2}.

The event el,i , i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m}, is generated when the
downside of the car comes in contact with the level sen-
sor of the i-th floor. The set El = {el,0, . . . , el,m} is the
set of the events generated by the level sensors. The event
ea,i takes place when the downside of the car is aligned
to the respective alignment sensor of the i-th floor. The set
Ea = {ea,0, . . . , ea,m} is the set of the events provoked by
the alignment sensors. The event eo is the event taking place
when at least one door is open. The event ecl is the event tak-
ing place when all doors are closed. The event eg is the event
taking place when the button of the ground floor is pressed.
The set Eca = {eca,1, . . . , eca,m} is the set of the events tak-
ing place when the respective call buttons are pressed. The
set Es = {es,1, . . . , es,m} is the set of the events taking place

when the respective send buttons is pressed. The events ee,a
and ee,d are generated by the rising edge and falling edge of
the emergency signal, respectively. The set of all events of
the elevator system is

Ee = El ∪ Ea ∪ Eca ∪ Es ∪ {eo, ecl , eg, ee,a, ee,d}.

Clearly, |Ee| = 4m + 7.
The transitions ∀(i, η, k) ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m} × {1, . . . , 5} ×

{1, 2} are
f (qi,η,k, ee,d) = qi,η,k , f (qi,1,1, ee,a) = qi,1,1,
f (qi,1,2, ee,a) = qi,1,2, f (qi,2,1, ee,a) = qi,1,1,
f (qi,2,2, ee,a) = qi,1,2, f (qi,1,1, eo) = qi,1,2,
f (qi,1,2, ecl) = qi,1,1, f (qi,η,k, eg) = qi,4,k,
f (qi,η,k, eca,i ) = qi,2,k , f (qi,η,k, es,i ) = qi,4,k .
The transitions ∀(i, η, k) ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m} × {1, 3, 5}

×{1, 2} are
f (qi,2,k, el,i ) = qi,3,k , f (qi,4,k, el,i ) = qi,5,k,
f (qi,η,k, el,i ) = qi,η,k .

The transitions ∀(i, ρ, k) ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m}2 × {1, 2} are
f (qi,2,k, ea,ρ) = qρ,2,k, f (qi,3,k, ea,ρ) = qρ,1,k,

f (qi,4,k, ea,ρ) = qρ,4,k, f (qi,5,k, ea,ρ) = qρ,1,k .

The six-tuple

Ge = (Qe, Ee, fe, He, xe,0, Qm,e)

is the finite deterministic automaton of the elevator system.
The set H(qi, j,k) is the set of active events at each state
qi, j,k and is determined by the transition function. The ini-
tial state is xe,0 = q1,1,1. All states of the automaton are
marked, i.e., Qe,m = Qe. Clearly, L(Ge) = Lm(Ge). For
the shake of brevity, the analytic expression of the system’s
closed behavior is not presented. The set of the uncontrol-
lable events is Euc = {ee,a, ee,d}. The set of the controllable
events is Ec = E − {eo, ecl , ee,a, ee,d}.

4 Desired behavior and desired languages

According to [11,15], the formulation of the design speci-
fications in the form of regular languages is one of the two
possible alternatives. The second is the formulations of the
specifications in the form of desired automata. Clearly, the
use of regular languages is the most direct formal transla-
tion of natural language rules. The use of regular languages
introduces analytic difficulties since it requires the proof of
required language properties. On the other hand, the use of
regular languages facilitates the realization of low complex-
ity supervisors with predetermined satisfactory performance.
Here, the desired behavior will first be presented in the form
of rules and then the rules will be translated to regular lan-
guages.
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4.1 Desired behavior of the horizontal material
handling system

The configuration of the manufacturing process of the i-th
floor is serial. The manufacturing process of the i-th floor is
completed only if the product passes through all machines
and uploaded at the Station 2ni + 2. The task of the mobile
robotic platform is to deliver products from one station to
another. It is desired performance is translated as follows:
If the robotic platform is at Station 2 j and there is prod-
uct availability at Station 2 j + 2, then the mobile robotic
platform moves to this station, else the mobile robotic plat-
form moves towards Station 2 j + 4. If the platform is at
Station 2ni + 2 and there is product availability at Station 1
then the mobile robotic platform moves to Station 1 other-
wise the platform moves towards Station 2. This sequence
of actions continuous interminably. At the beginning, the
mobile robotic platform is stationed at station 2ni +2 (initial
state). This aforementioned desired behavior is in accor-
dance to the desired behavior for the single floor processes
presented in [12]. To guarantee this desired behavior, the fol-
lowing language is expressed in expanded form

i K D =(
i,0K D

i,1K D . . . i,ni K D
)∗

, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m},

where the regular expression of the language i, j K D , with
j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ni }, is proposed to be

i, j cD = i e1
(
i e2(i e1)

)∗
(i eT ,2 j+2) + i eP,2 j+1(

i e1)
×(

i e2(i e1)
)∗

(i eT ,2 j+1)(
i e3)(i e4)(i e1)

×(
i e2(i e1)

)∗
(i eT ,2 j+2)(

i e3)(i e4).
(1)

4.2 Desired behavior of the vertical material
handling system

The desired behavior of the vertical material handling sys-
tem, i.e., the elevator system, is analyzed to the following
specifications:

– If at least one door is open, then the motor must stay
stopped. To satisfy this specification, if one door is open
then all button events must be deactivated.

– If the call button of the ground floor or any send button
at the rest floors is pressed, then the car must go to the
ground floor without intermediate stations.

– If the call button from any floor is pressed, then the car
must go directly to the requested floor without interme-
diate stations. To satisfy this specification, the call and
the send buttons of all other floors must be deactivated.

– If the emergency signal is activated while the car moves,
then the car must stop immediately and remain stopped

until the falling edge of the emergency signal takes place.
If the emergency signal is activated and the car is stopped
at the level of a floor, then the door of the floor must stay
unlocked and the car is not allowed to move until the
falling edge of the emergency signal takes place.

The above specifications are in accordancewith respective
specifications proposed in [13], for a mining process. Here,
specifications regarding the load of the car are not considered.

The specifications are analyzed to m languages, one for
each floor. The ground floor is excepted. The desired lan-
guage of the elevator for each floor is i K D,e = i K ∩ L(Ge),
where i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and

i K = ((
Eca−{eca,i }+El+Ea

)∗(
eoecl + ee,aee,d

+(Es + eg)el,1ea,1 + eca,i el,i ea,i
))∗

.

Obviously, i K � L(Ge).

4.3 Properties of the desired languages

According to [11,15], the supervisory control scheme to be
successful must comply with two basic guidelines. The first
is that in order to guarantee the realizability of the supervi-
sory control scheme with regard to the uncontrollable events
of the system, namely a supervisor must not deactivate a
transition triggered by an uncontrollable event. This means
that the desired language must be controllable regarding the
automaton of the system. The controllability of the desired
languages will be proved in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. The
second guideline is that the controlled automaton must be
nonblocking. This property can be satisfied by two other
properties of the desired languages. First, the desired lan-
guages must be closed with regard to the marked behavior
of the system. This property will be proved in Lemma 3
and Lemma 4. Secondly, the desired languages must be non-
conflicting. This property will be proved in Lemma 5. This
property is of essential importance for the superposition of
the requirement of the desired behavior of the two languages.
The latter requirement will be accomplished through modu-
lar supervisory control, see [11,15]. The latter aspect will be
defined and clarified in Subsection 5.3, using the results of
Subsection 4.3.

Lemma 1 i K D is controllable with respect to iG.

Proof Recall that i K D = i K D and i K D ⊆ L(iG). Let w ∈
i K D obviously it holds thatw ∈ L(iG). There are two cases.
The first is i f |w|(i x0, w) = (i q1,1, i q2,k) and the second is
i f |w|(i x0, w) = (i q1,2, i q2,k) where k ∈ {1, 2}. The value
of the function i f |w|(·, ·) denotes the state of the composite
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transition, triggered by the word, w = e j1e j2 . . . e jn , where
e j1 , e j2 , . . . , e jn ∈ Ei , i.e.,

i f |w|(i x0, w)

= i f
(· · · (i f (i f (i x0, e j1), e j2

) · · ·), e jn
)
.

Next, the deactivation of the transitions triggered by the
uncontrollable event i e2, being the only uncontrollable event
of iG, will be examined. In the first case, it holds that
w(i e2) /∈ L(iG). In the second case, it holds that w(i e2) ∈
L(iG). According to [11,15], i K D is controllablewith regard
to iG, if i KD

i Euc ∩ L(iG) ⊆ i KD . Hence, to prove control-
lability of i K D with respect to iG, it suffices to prove that
(w(i e2) ∈ i K D)∧(w(i e2) ∈ L(iG)). Sincew(i e2) ∈ L(iG)

and considering the analytic formof L(iG), it is observed that
it is necessary for the word w to be of the form w = ŵ(i e1),
where ŵ ∈ i K D . From the definition of i K D it is observed
that the appearance of i e1 is followed always by

(
(i e2)(i e1)

)∗.
Clearly, i e2 is a prefix of every word that belongs to
the regular expression

(
(i e2)(i e1)

)∗ − ε. Hence, w(i e2) ∈
i K D . 	

Lemma 2 i K is controllable with respect to Ge.

Proof Consider the language i K defined in Subsection 4.2.
Let a word belonging to the first part of i K , i.e., w ∈
(
(Eca − {eca,i } + El + Ea)∗ . Clearly,w contains only con-

trollable events. From the form of i K it holds that w ∈ i K .
Let an event e where e ∈ Euc. Since wee,d /∈ L(Ge), it
holds that we ∈ i K ∩ L(Ge) only if e = ee,a . Also, since

wee,aee,a /∈ L(Ge), it holds that wee,ae ∈
(
i K ∩ L(Ge)

)

only if e = ee,d . This holds true, since the uncontrollable
events ee,a and ee,d take place in L(Ge) and i K alterna-
tively, i.e., in a way that after the appearance of one of them,
its reappearance takes place only if the other uncontrollable
event has taken place. Based on the above and the criterion
of the controllability, the proof has been completed. 	


A language is prefix-closed if it is equal to its prefix clo-
sure, see [11,15]. Since i K and L(iGe) are prefix-closed and
controllable, then according to [15], page 152, the language
i K D,e is prefix-closed and controllable. We are now in posi-
tion to prove the following Lemmas.

Lemma 3 The desired language i K D is Lm(iG)-closed.

Proof According to [11,15], the language i K D is Lm(iG)-
closed if it is equal to the intersection of its prefix closure and
Lm(iG). Since i K D ⊆ L(iG), i K D = i K D and Lm(iG) =
L(iG), it is observed that i K D ∩Lm(iG) = i K D ∩L(iG) =
i K D =i K D . 	

Lemma 4 The desired language i K D,e is Lm(Ge)-closed.

Proof According to [15], page 155, the prefix closure of the
intersection of two prefix-closed languages is equal to their
intersection. Thus, the following equalities hold true:

i K D,e ∩ Lm(Ge)

= i K ∩ L(Ge) ∩ Lm(Ge)

= i K ∩ L(Ge) ∩ Lm(Ge) = i K D,e.

	

Lemma 5 The m desired languages i K D,e, where i ∈
{1, . . . ,m} are non-conflicting.
Proof According to [11,15], two or more languages are non-
conflicting if the prefix closure of their intersection is equal
to the intersection of their prefix closures. Also, according to
[15], page 155, the prefix closure of the intersection of two
prefix-closed languages is equal to their intersection. Thus,
i K D,e = i K D,e and consequently

m⋂

i=1

i K D,e =
m⋂

i=1

i K D,e =
m⋂

i=1

i K D,e. 	


4.4 The total desired behavior

To present the total desired behavior, two projection will be
defined. Let i PD be the projection of E∗ to i E∗ and PD,e

be the projection of E∗ to E∗
e , where E = Ee ∪ ⋃m

λ=1
i E.

According to [15], page 58, the inverse projection of a prefix-
closed language is prefix-closed. Thus, since the languages
i K D and i K D,e for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} are prefix-closed then
the languages i P−1

D (i K D) and P−1
D,e(

i K D,e) are also prefix-
closed.

The desired behavior of the total system, namely the man-
ufacturing chains of all floors and the elevator system is
expressed in the form of the following total desired language:

( m⋂

i=1

i P−1
D (i K D)

)
∩

( m⋂

i=1
P−1
D,e(

i K D,e)
)
.

5 Supervisor design

5.1 Local supervisors of the horizontal material
handling system

The supervisor, realizing i K D , is proposed to be

i S = (i QS,
i ES,

i fS,
iH S,

i xS,0,
i QS,m).

The set of the states of the i-th supervisor is i QS =⋃ni
λ=0

i,λ QS , where
i, j QS = {i, j qS,1,

i, j qS,2, . . . , i, j qS,11}
and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ni }. The alphabet of the i-th supervisor is
i ES = i E. The initial state is i xS,0 = i,0qS,1 and the set of
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the marked states is i QS,m = i QS . For j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ni },
the active events sets are defined to be

iH(i, j qS,1) = {i eP,2 j+1,
i e1},

iH(i, j qS,2) = {i e1},
iH(i, j qS,3) = {i e2, i eT ,2 j+1},
iH(i, j qS,4) = {i e3},
iH(i, j qS,5) = {i e4},
iH(i, j qS,6) = {i e1},
iH(i, j qS,7) = {i e2, i eT ,2 j+2},
iH(i, j qS,8) = {i e3},
iH(i, j qS,9) = {i e4},

iH(i, j qS,10) = {i e2, i eT ,2 j+2},
iH(i, j qS,11) = {i e1}.

For j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ni }, the transitions of the supervisor
are

i f (i, j qS,1,
i eP,2 j+1) = i, j qS,2,

i f (i, j qS,1,
i e1) = i, j qS,10,

i f (i, j qS,2,
i e1) = i, j qS,3,

i f (i, j qS,3,
i e2) = i, j qS,2,

i f (i, j qS,3,
i eT ,2 j+1) = i, j qS,4,

i f (i, j qS,4,
i e3) = i, j qS,5,

i f (i, j qS,5,
i e4) = i, j qS,6,

i f (i, j qS,6,
i e1) = i, j qS,7,

i f (i, j qS,7,
i e2) = i, j qS,6,

i f (i, j qS,7,
i eT ,2 j+2) = i, j qS,8,

i f (i, j qS,8,
i e3) = i, j qS,9,

i f (i, j qS,10,
i e2) = i, j qS,11,

i f (i, j qS,11,
i e1) = i, j qS,10,

i f (i, j qS,9,
i e4) =

{ i, j+1qS,1, if j < ni ,
i,0qS,1, if j = ni ,

i f (i, j qS,10,
i eT ,2 j+2) =

{ i, j+1qS,1, if j < ni ,
i,0qS,1, if j = ni .

The closed behavior and the marked behavior of the super-
visor i S are proven to be equal to the desired language

L(i S) = Lm(i S) = i K D.

Since L(iG) = Lm(iG), i K D = i K D and the two languages
have the same alphabet, the closed and marked behavior of
the controlled system resulting after the application of the
supervisor i S to iG are proven to be

L(i S‖iG) = Lm(i S‖iG) = L(iG) ∩ i K D

= i K D = i K D,
(2)

where ·‖· denotes the synchronous product see [11] (or par-
allel composition see [15]) of the two (or more) argument
automata.

The complexity of an automaton can be described by the
triad including the number of the states, the number of the
events and the number of the transitions of the automaton of
the supervisor, indicatively see [21]. The complexity triad of
the supervisor i S is

(11(ni + 1), 3ni + 7, 15(ni + 1)) .

Note that the components of the complexity triad of i Se are
proportional to the number of machines of the respective
floors, thus revealing the low complexity of the supervisor
with respect to the main parameters of the problem.

5.2 Supervisors of the vertical material handling
system

The supervisor, realizing the language i K , is proposed to be

i Se = (i QSe,
i ESe,

i fSe,
iH Se,

i xSe,0,
i QSe,m).

The set of the states of the supervisor is

i QSe = {i qSe,1, i qSe,2, i qSe,3, i qSe,4,
i qSe,5, i qSe,6, i qSe,7}.

The alphabet of the supervisor is

i ESe = El ∪ Ea ∪ Eca ∪ Es ∪ {eo, ecl , eg, ee,a, ee,d}.

The initial state is i xSe,0 = i qSe,1 and the set of the marked
states is i QSe = i QSe,m . The active event sets are

iH Se(
i qSe,1) = (

Eca − {eca,i }
) ∪ El ∪ Ea ∪ Es

∪{eg, eo, ee,a, eca,i },
iH Se(

i qSe,2) = {ecl},
iH Se(

i qSe,3) = {ee,d},
iH Se(

i qSe,4) = {el,1},
iH Se(

i qSe,5) = {el,i },
iH Se(

i qSe,6) = {ea,1},
iH Se(

i qSe,7) = {ea,i }.

The transitions of the supervisor are

i fSe(
i qSe,1, e) = i qSe,1,

e ∈ (
Eca − {eca,i } ∪ El ∪ Ea

)
,

i fSe(
i qSe,1, eo) = i qSe,2,

i fSe(
i qSe,1, ee,a) = i qSe,3,
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i fSe(
i qSe,1, e) = i qSe,4, e ∈ (

Es ∪ {eg}
)
,

i fSe(
i qSe,1, eca,i ) = i qSe,5,

i fSe(
i qSe,2, ecl) = i qSe,1,

i fSe(
i qSe,3, ee,d) = i qSe,1,

i fSe(
i qSe,4, el,1) = i qSe,6,

i fSe(
i qSe,6, ea,1) = i qSe,1,

i fSe(
i qSe,5, el,i ) = i qSe,7,

i fSe(
i qSe,7, ea,i ) = i qSe,1.

The closed and marked behavior of the supervisor is

L(i Se) = Lm(i Se) = i K .

Since L(Ge) = Lm(Ge) and the alphabet of L(Ge) is equal
to the alphabet of i K , the closed and marked behavior of the
controlled system resulting the application of the supervisor
i Se to the automaton Ge are

L(i Se‖Ge) = Lm(i Se‖Ge) = L(Ge) ∩ i K = i K D,e.

The complexity triad of the supervisor i Se is

(7, 4m + 7, 4m + 11) .

Note that the first component of the complexity triad of i Se
is independent from the number of floors while the second
and the third are proportional to the number of floors, thus
revealing the low complexity of the supervisor.

5.3 Themodular supervisory control scheme

Since the mathematical models of all the subsystems of the
manufacturing process have disjoin alphabet sets, it holds
that the synchronous product of the automata is a shuffle [11].
This means that the automata of the horizontal handling sys-
tem of each floor and the automaton of the vertical handling
system do not affect one another. Obviously, the automata
of the corresponding supervisors of horizontal handling sys-
tems and the vertical handling system do not affect the other
subsystems.

Regarding the horizontal material handling system of the
i-th floor, the supervisor i S is applied only to the automa-
ton iG without affecting the automata of the other floors as
well as the automaton of the elevator. According to [11,15],
the supervisor i S is a nonblocking supervisor of iG as the
language i K D a) is controllable regarding the automaton iG
and b) is Lm(iG)- closed. Also, as is shown in Subsection
5.1., it holds that L(i S‖iG) = Lm(i S‖ f iG) = i K D .

Regarding the vertical material handling system, the
supervisors i Se, where i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, are applied to the

automaton Ge without affecting the automata of the hor-
izontal material handling systems. According to [11,15],
the modular supervisory control scheme of supervisors i Se,
where i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, is a nonblocking modular supervisory
scheme of Ge as the languages i K D,e where i ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
a) are controllable with respect to the automaton Ge (see
Lemma 2), b) are Lm(Ge)-closed (see Lemma 4) and c) are
non-conflicting among themselves (see Lemma 5).

Regarding the application of all supervisors i Se to the
elevator system Ge, where i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, it holds that

L
(( m‖

i=1

i Se
)‖Ge

)

= Lm

(( m‖
i=1

i Se
)‖Ge

)
= Lm

( m‖
i=1

(
i Se‖Ge

) )

=
m⋂

i=1

(
i K ∩ L(Ge)

)
=

m⋂

i=1

i K D,e.

(3)

For the derivation of the above equalities, the last relation in
Subsection 5.2. has been used, where

m‖
i=1

i Se = 1Se‖2Se‖ · · · ‖mSe.

Before presenting the main result, the total automaton of

the MFM process is presented to be
( m‖
i=1

iG
)
‖Ge while the

total supervisor is
( m‖
i=1

i Se
)
‖
( m‖
i=1

i S
)
. Thus, the total con-

trolled automaton, resulting after the application of the total
supervisor to the total automaton of the MFM process, is

m‖
i=1

(
i S‖iG

)
‖
(
(
m‖
i=1

i Se)‖Ge

)
.

Theorem 1 The closed and the marked behavior of the total
controlled automaton are equal to the total desired language,
i.e.,

L
( m‖
i=1

(
i S‖iG) ‖

(
(
m‖
i=1

i Se)‖Ge

))

= Lm

( m‖
i=1

(
i S‖iG) ‖

(
(
m‖
i=1

i Se)‖Ge

))

=
( m⋂

i=1

i P−1
D (i K D)

)
∩

( m⋂

i=1
P−1
D,e(

i K D,e)
)
.

Proof From the properties of the closed behavior of the syn-
chronous product (see [11]), it is observed that

L
( m‖
i=1

(
i S‖iG) ‖

(
(
m‖
i=1

i Se)‖Ge

))

=
( m⋂

i=1

i P−1
D

(
L(i S‖iG)

) )

∩ P−1
D,e

(
L
(
(
m‖
i=1

i Se)‖Ge
))

.

Using the formulas in (2) and (3), it holds that
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Fig. 3 State diagram of the automaton of the supervisor 1Se

( m⋂

i=1

i P−1
D

(
L(i S‖iG)

))
∩P−1

D,e

(
L
(
(
m‖
i=1

i Se)‖Ge
))

=
( m⋂

i=1

i P−1
D (i K D)

)
∩

(
P−1
D,e

( m⋂

i=1

i K D,e
))

.

According to [pp. 58, 11], and since the languages i K D,e are
prefix-closed, it holds that

( m⋂

i=1

i P−1
D (i K D)

)
∩ P−1

D,e

( m⋂

i=1

i K D,e

)

=
( m⋂

i=1

i P−1
D (i K D)

)
∩

( m⋂

i=1
P−1
D,e(

i K D,e)
)
.

Finally, it is noted that since all states of the automata and
the supervisors are marked, the equality between the closed
behavior and the marked behavior is derived. 	


The total complexity of the supervisory control scheme
proposed here is computed to be of the following analytic
form:

(18m + 11
m∑

λ=1
nλ,m(4m + 14) + 3

m∑

λ=1
nλ,

m(4m + 26) + 15
m∑

λ=1
nλ).

6 Illustrative example

Consider the special case of the MFM process, where the
number of floors is m = 2, the number of manufacturing
machines on the first floor is n1 = 2 and the number of
manufacturing machines on the second floor is n2 = 3. The
desired languages of the horizontal material handling system
are specified as follows:

1K D = (
1,0K D

1,1K D
1,2K D

)∗
,

2K D = (
2,0K D

2,1K D
2,2K D

2,3K D
)∗

,

where

1,0K D = 1eP,1(
1e1)

(
1e2(1e1)

)∗
(1eT ,1)(

1e3)(1e4)
(1e1)

(
1e2(1e1)

)∗
(1eT ,2)(

1e3)(1e4)+
1e1

(
1e2(1e1)

)∗
(1eT ,2),

1,1K D = 1eP,3(
1e1)

(
1e2(1e1)

)∗
(1eT ,3)(

1e3)(1e4)
(1e1)

(
1e2(1e1)

)∗
(1eT ,4)(

1e3)(1e4)+
1e1

(
1e2(1e1)

)∗
(1eT ,4),

1,2K D = 1eP,5(
1e1)

(
1e2(1e1)

)∗
(1eT ,5)(

1e3)(1e4)
(1e1)

(
1e2(1e1)

)∗
(1eT ,6)(

1e3)(1e4)+
1e1

(
1e2(1e1)

)∗
(1eT ,6),

2,0K D = 2eP,1(
2e1)

(
2e2(2e1)

)∗
(2eT ,1)(

2e3)(2e4)
(2e1)

(
2e2(2e1)

)∗
(2eT ,2)(

2e3)(2e4)+
2e1

(
2e2(2e1)

)∗
(2eT ,2),
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Fig. 4 State diagram of the automaton of the supervisor 2Se

2,1K D = 2eP,3(
2e1)

(
2e2(2e1)

)∗
(2eT ,3)(

2e3)(2e4)
(2e1)

(
2e2(2e1)

)∗
(2eT ,4)(

2e3)(2e4)+
2e1

(
2e2(2e1)

)∗
(2eT ,4),

2,2K D = 2eP,5(
2e1)

(
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)∗
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For the present special case, the alphabets of the elevator
are

El = {el,0, el,1, el,2}, Ea = {ea,0, ea,1, ea,2},
Eca = {eca,1, eca,2}, Es = {es,1, es,2},

and the desired languages of the vertical material handling
system are specified as follows:

1K = (
eca,2 + el,0 + el,1 + el,2 + ea,0+
ea,1 + ea,2

)∗(
eoecl + ee,aee,d + (es,1+

es,2 + eg)el,0ea,0 + eca,1el,1ea,1)
)∗

,

2K = (
eca,1 + el,0 + el,1 + el,2 + ea,0+
ea,1 + ea,2

)∗(
eoecl + ee,aee,d + (es,1+

es,2 + eg)el,0ea,0 + eca,2el,2ea,2)
)∗

.
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Fig. 5 State diagram of the automaton of the supervisor 1S

For the present MFM process case, the supervisors 1Se,
2Se, 1S and 2S, are specified as in Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6, respec-
tively.

7 Conclusion

The coordination in aMFMprocess has been achieved by the
design of appropriate nonblocking supervisors in the form of
finite deterministic automata. The model of the MFM pro-
cess and the modular supervisors are parametric with respect

1 3
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Fig. 6 State diagram of the automaton of the supervisor 2S

to the number of floors and the number of manufacturing
machines on each floor. Thus, generality and flexibility of
the model and the controlled performance of the manufac-
turing process, are provided.

A future perspectives of the present research is the exten-
sion of the present results to include the automata describing
the manufacturing machines and the automata describing the
transfer of products from the machines to the stations and
vice versa. Another future perspective is to include models
covering the case where possible production faults may take
place.
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